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The apparently modest and secure undertaking of

common sense is to understand things in thetr relations

to us. Unfortunately, we change; even the acquisition of

common sense is a dnange in us; and so in the preceding

section we attempted an investigation of the biological,

aesthetic, artistic, intellectual, dramatic subject to

which common semo relates things. But if the develop-

ment of comlon sease is a chaage in its subject, still

more obviously does it involve a change in its object.

Common sense Is practical. It seeks knorledge, not for

the sake of the	 pleasure of contemplation, but

to use knowledge in making and doing. Moreover, this

making and doing involve a transformation of man and his

environment, so that the conmen sense of a primitive cul-

ture is not the common sense of an urban civilization,

nor the common sense of one civilization the common

sense of another. However elaborate the.experiments of
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the pure scientist, his goal is always to come closer to

natural objects and natural relationships. But the

practicality of common sense engenders and maintains

enormous structures of technology, economics, politics,

and culture, that not only separate man from nature but

also add a series of new levels or dimeasions in the net-

work of huuan relationships. no less than the subjective,

the objective field of common senne must be explored, for

the development of common sense involves a change not

only in us, to whom things are related, but also in the

things, vthich are related to us.

1,	 Practical Comeon Sense.

In the drama of human living, human intelli-

gence is not only artistic but practical. At first, there

appears little to differentiate man from the beasts, for

in primitive fruit-gathering cultures, hunger is linked to

eating by a simpl.e sequence of bodily movements. But prim-

itive hunters take time out from hunting to make spears,

and primitive fishers take time out from fishing to make

nets. Neither spears nor nets in themselves are objects

of desire. still, with notable ingenuity and effort, they

are fashioned because, for practical intelligence, desires

are recurrent, labor is recurrent, and the comparatively

brief time spent making spears or nets Is amply compen-

sated by the greater ease with which more game or fish is

taken on an indefinite series of occasions.

Moreover, such an intervention of intelligence

is itself recurrent. Is products of human ingenuity,
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spears and nets illustrate not only the idea of the old

Mechanical arts but also the more recondite idea of modern

teohnology. As pieces of material equipment, the eame ob-

jects are initial instances of the idea of capital forma-

tion. Now the history of man's material progress lies

essentially ia the expaueion of these ideas. As inventions

accumulate, they set problems calling for more inventions.

The new inventions complement the old 4o.tn..AQ*y to suggest

further improvements, to reveal fresh possibilities and,

eveetually„ to call forth in turn the succession of mechan-

ical and technological higher viewpoints that mark epochs

in mants mateelal progress. Moreover, this advance of

practical ietellieeace is regietered not merely in memory

and, later, in books, but more obviouely in concrete pro-

ducts, in tools and buildings, in the ever increasing mani-

fold of appurtenances of laborers, craftsmen, merchants,

and carriers. Thus, in correspondence with each stage in

the development of -practical intelligence, there is a mea-

sure and structure of cep7Ital formation, that is, of things

produced and trra:Iged not because they themselves are de-

sired but because they expedite and accelerate the process

of supplying the goods and services that are welted by con-

sumers. Again, in correspondence eith each advance of

practical intelligence, there is a technological obsoles-

cence of capital equipment. The old shops still have their

shelves and counters; the old machines may suffer no mater-

ial or mechanical defect. But the new models produce better

goods more efficiently; Aud trade now walks on different

streets.
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The concrete realization of the succession of

new practical ideas does not take place without human

cooperation. It demands a division of labor and, at the

same time, it defines the lines along which labor is

divisible. It invites men to specialize in the skilful

use of particular tools and the expeditious performance

of particular tasks. It calls forth some economic system,

some procedure that sets the balance beticeen the produc-

tion of cousumer goads and new capital formation, some

method that settles lehst quantities of ehat goods and

services are to be supplied, some device for assigning

tasks to individuals and for distributing among them the

common product.

As technology evokes the ecolomy, so the

economy evokes the polity. Uost men get ideas, but the

ideas reside in different minds, and the different minds

do not quite agree.. Of itself, communication only reveals

the disparity. that is wanted is persuasion, and the most

effective persuader becomes a leader, a chief, a politician

a statesman. For the problem of effective agreement is

recurrent.. Each step in the process of technological and

economic development is an occasion on 1Nhich minds differ,

new insights have to be cormueicated, enthusiasm has to

be roused, and a common decision must be reached. Beyond

the common sense of the laborer, the technician, the entre-

preneur, there is the political specialization of common

sense. Its task is to provide the catalyst that brings

men of common sense together. It is an incomplete
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accumulation of insights tc be complemented and modified

by the further insights that arise from the situation in

hand. It involves some understanding of industry and of

commerce but its special field is dealing with men. It has

to discern when to push for full performance and then to

compromise, when delay is risdom and when it spells disas-

ters when widespread consent must be awaited and when action

must be talsen in spite of opposition. It has to be able to

command attention and to win confidence, to sst forth con-

cretely the essentials of a case, to make its on dacisions

and secure the agreement of others, to initiate and carry

thro,igh some section of that seriation of social respsnses

meeting social challenges that Arnold Toynbee in his

Study of nistory has so lavishly and brilliantly illus-

trated.

a. The Dynamic Structure

As in the fields of physics, chemistry, and

biology, so in the field of human events and relationships

there are classical and statistical laws that combine con-

cretely in cumulating sets of schemes of recurrence. For

the advent of man does not abrogate the rule of emergent

probability. Human actions ars recurrent; their recurrence

is regular; and the regularity is the functioning of a

scheme, of a patterned set of relations tist yields con-

clusions of the type, If an X occurs, then an X will recur.

Children are born only to grow, mature, and beget children

of their own. Inventions outlive their inventors and the
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memory of their origins. Capital is capital because its

utility lies not in itself but in the acceleration it im-

parts to the stream of useful things. The political machin-
o.404-

ery of agreelente decision is the permanent yet self-

adapting source of an indefinite series of agreements and

decisions. Cleaely, schemes of recurreace exiet and func-

tion, ao less clearly, their functieaing is aot inevitable.

A population can decline, dwindle, vanish, A vast techno-

logical expansion, robbed of its technicians, would become

a monemeat more intricate but no more useful than the pyra-

mids. An economy can falter, though resources and capital

equipment aboond, though skill cries for its opportunity

and desire for skill's product, though leloor'asks for work,

and industry is eager to employ it: then one can prime the

pump and make X occur; but becausd the schemes are not

functioning properly, X fails to recur. As the economy,

so too the polity can fall apert. In a revolution violence

goes unchecked: laws lose their meaning; governments issue

unheeded decrees; until from sheer weariness with disorder

men are ready to accept any authority that can assert it-

self effectively. Yet a revolution is merely a passing

stroke of paralysis in the state. There ac deeper ills

that show themselves in the long-sustained decline of

nations and, in the limit, in the disintegration and decay

of whole civilizations. Schemes that once flourished lose

their efficacy and cease to function: in an ever more rapid

succession, as crises multiply and remedies have less effect

new schemes are introduced; feverish effort is .followed by

listlessness; the situation becomes regerded as hopeless;
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in a twilight of straitened but gracious living men await

the catalytic trifle that will reveal to a surprised

world the end of a once brilliant day.

Still, if human affairs fall under tee lerlinion

of emergent probability, they do so in their own way. A

planetary system results from the conjunction of the ab-

stract	 of mechaaics with a suitable concrete set of

mass-velecities. In parallel fashion, there are human

schemes that emerge and function automatically, once there

occurs an appropriate coajunctioa of abstract laws and

concrete circueeeances. But, as human intelligence develops,

there is e significant change of roles. Less and less im-

portance attaches to the probabilities of appropriate con-

stellations of circumstances. More and more importance

attaches to the probabilitiee of the occurrence of insight,

commedcetion, agreement, decision. Man does not have to

wait for his enviroament to make  h4ni, his dramatic living

needs only the clues and the opnortunities to oririnate

and maintain its own setting. The advance of techeology,

the formation of capital, the development of the economy,

the evolution of the state are not eely intelligible but

also intelligent. Because they are intelligible, they can

he enderstood as are the workings of emergent probability

in the fields of physics, chemistry, and biology. But be-

cause they also are increasingly intelligent, increasingly

the fruit of iesieht and decision, the analogy of merely

natural proeess becolnes less and less relevant. That

possesses a hign probability in Ine coentry, or period,

or civilization, may possess no probability in another:
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and the ground of the difference may lie only slightly

in outward and palpable material factors and almost ontire-

ly in the set of Inhts that arc accessible, persuasive,

and potentially operative in the commAnity. Just as in the

individual the stream of consciousness normally selects

its °ma course out of the range of neurally determined al-

ternatives, so too in the groupicommonly accessible in-

sights, disseminated by communication and persuasion, modify

and adjust mentalities to determine the course of history

out of the alternatives offered by emergent probability.

Such is the high sianificance of practical

common sense, and it rill not be amiss, I b'Aieve, to

pause and make certain that we are not misconceiving it.

For the practical common sense of a group, like all com-

mon sense, is an incomplete set of insights that is ever

to be completed differently in each concrete situation.

Its adaptation is too continuous and rapid for it ever to

stand fixed in some set of defiAtions, postulates, and

deductions; even -aere it outfitted, like David ia Saulls

armor, with such a logical panoply, it ceuld be validated

neither in any abstract realm of relations of things to

one another nor In all members of any class of coqcrete

situations. As Its adaptation is continuous, so its growth

is as secret as the germination, the division, the

differentiation of cells in seed and shoot and plant. Only

ideal republics spring in full stature from the mind of

man; the civil communities that exist anl function know

only a story of their origins, only an outline of their

development, only an estimate of their present complexion.



For the practical commnn sense, operative in a cormunity,

does not exist entire in the mind of any one man. It is

parcelled out among many, to provide each with an under-

standing of his role and task, to make every cobbler an

expert at his last, and no one an expert in anotherls

field. So it is that to understand the working of even

a static social structure, one 'must inquire from many men

in many walks of life and, as best one can, discover the

functional leity that oralically binds together the end-

lessly varied pieces of an enormous jig-saw puzzle.

B.	 inter#subJectivity and Social Order. 

Thoegh 1 just spoke of a functional unity

to be discovered, really there is a duality to be grasped.

As intelligent, man sponsors the order imposed by common

sense. But men is not a pure intellirence. Initially and

spontaneously, he identifies the good with the object of

desire, and this desire is not to be confused either with

animal impulse or with egoistic scheming. Man is an artist.

His practicality is part of his dramatic pursuit of lig-

nified living. His aim is not for raw and isolated satis-

factions. If he never dreams of disregarding the little

matter of fool and drink, still what he wants is a sus-

tained sucoession of varied and artistically transformed

acquisitions and attainments. If he never forgets his per-

sonal interest, still his person is no Leibnizian monad;

for he was born of his parents' love; he grew and devel-

oped in the gravitational field of their affection; he

asserted his own independence only to fall in love and
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provide himself with his on hostages to fortune. As the

members of the hive we herd belong torethor and function

together, so too men are social aIimals and the primordial

basis of their community is not tile discovevy of an idea

but a spontaneous inter6subjectivity.

Thus, primitive community is inter6subjective.

Its schemes of recurrence i.re simple prolongations of pre-

huY7an attainment, too obvious to be discussed or criticized

too closely linked rith nore elementary processes to be dis-

tinguished sharply from thom. The bond of mother unl child,

man and wife, father ah,1 son, reaches into a .ipst of an-

cestors to give mea ing and conedon to the clan or tribe

or nati•n. A sean.o of beloiv,ing tvether provides the dyn-

amic premise for eowon enterprise, for mutual aid and

succor, for the sympathy that au.;:ments joys and divides

sor °vs. Even after civilizatiol; is attained, intertsub-

jective commulity survives in the family with its circle

of relatives and its accretion of friends, in cwtoms and

folk-rays, in baAc arts an crafts and skills, in lan-

guu4e an song i2inH (IL:nce, and most concretely of all in

the inner psychology anl radiating influence of women, Nor

is the abiding sinificance arid efficacy of the intereub-

jective overlooked, when motley stateE, name themse17es

,nations, -WrvIn constitutions are attributed to foun d ing

fathers, when image and symbol, anthem and assembly,

emotion and sentiment are invoked to impart an elemental

vigor and pitch to the vast end cold, technolo7ical,

economic, and political structures of human inven.tion

and convention. Finally, as intertsobjective community          

11.1v1,0%,       
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preceles civilization and underpins it so also it re-

mains when civilizati..n suffez.s disintegration and decay.

The collapse of imprial lion° itia the resurgtanc,: of

family &WI clan, fujal dynasty and nation.

Thouh	 community has its obscure

origins in humam intri.5subjectivity, though it develops

imperceptibly, though it decks itself out with more primi-

tive attractions, still it is a nev creation. The time

Comes when men begin to ask about the difference between

yvcd and vytos) between nature and convention. Thore a-

rises the need of the apologue to eKplatn to the different

classes of society that toe: ether they form a functional

unity and that ao group should complain of its lot any

more than a mants feet, which do all the walking, com-

plain of his math, vhicia does all th,) eating, he clues-

tIon may be evaded 11,1 the apologue may convincl, but the

fact is that human society has shifted tmay from its ini-

tial basis or inter4subjoctivity anl has attemptei a nore

grandiose ,indertaiw,. The discoverie of practical in-

telliunce, wio.4 °ace were an incidental addition to the

spontaneous fabTic of hunan living, flov, penetrate and

overwhelm its every aspect. For just as technology and

capital formation interpose their schemes of recurrence

between man and the rhythms of nature, so economics and

politics are vast structures of interdependence invented

by practical intelligence for the masterynot of nature
but of man.
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This transformation forces on an a new notion of

the good. In primitive society it is possible to identify

the good simply with the object of desire; but in civil

community there has to be ackaowledged a further compon-

ent, which we propose to name the good of order. It con-

sists in an intelligible pattern of r latianships that

condition the felfilment of each !Ian's desires by his con-

tributions to the tilfilment of the desires of others and,

similarly, protect each from the object of his fears in

the measure he contributes to warding off the objects

feared by others. This good of order is aot some entity

dwelling apart from human actions and attainments, Nor

is it any unrealized ideal that ought to be but is not.

But though it is not abstract but concrete, not ideal but

real, still it cannot be identified either rith desires

or with their objects or with their satisfactions. For

these are palpable and particular, but the good of order

is intelligible and all-embracing. A single order ramifies

through the whole community to constitute the link between

conditioning actions and conditioned results and to close

the circuit of interlocked schemes of recurrence. Again,

economic bmNilz -do7m and political decay are not the ab-

sence of this or tilat object of desire or the presence of

this or that object of fear; they are the ilinWdown and

decay of the good of order, the failure of schemes of re-

currence to function. Meats practical intelligence devises

arrangements for human living; and in the measu•ve that

such arrangements are understood and accepted, there

necessarily results the intelligible pattern of relation-
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ships that we have named the good of order,

In a simple yet inexorable fashion, this order,

originated by human invention and convention, ceases to be

an optional adjunct and becomes au indispensable constitu-

ent of human living. For the long-run effects of techno-

logical advance and new capital formation consist in

some combination of increased population, reduced rork,

and improved living standards. In the couese of a century

the differences in all three respects may be eo great that

any return to an earlier state of affairs is regarded as

preposterous and IS to be brought about only by violence

or disaster. But concomitant vith the technological and

the material devallpment„ there also takes place a com-

plementary eeriee of ecoaemic and political innovations.

Each of these is motivated, to a greater or less extent,

by the underlying technical and material changes; each,

sooner or later, unjer= the adaptatioas demanded by

subsequent .changes; and so, in eny given present, all

together present a united front that can be broken only by

the destructive turmoil of a revolution or a conquest.

Moreover, ideas have no geographical frontiers, and profits

accrue to traders not only from domestic but also from

foreign markets. Material and social progress refuses to

be confined to a single country; like an incomine tide,

first, it reaches the promonl)ories„ then 	 penetrates

the bays, awl finallyk it pours up the estuaries. In an

intricate pattern of lags and variations, new ideas spread

over most of the earth to bind together in an astounding

inter6lepondence, tho fortunes of individuals living dis-
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parate lives in widely separated lands,

The Tension. of Communitvt

Inter6sebjective spontaneity and intelli-

gently devised social order have their greend in a dual-

ity immanent in man himself. As intelligent, man is the

originator anl sponsor of the social systems within uhich,

as an individual, he desires .and labors, enjoys and suffers.

As intelligent, man is a legislator but, as an individual,

he is subject to his °en laws. Dy his ineights he grasps

standard solutions to recurrent problems, but by his ex-

perience he provides the instances that are to be subsumed

under the standard solutions. From the vieupoint of intelli-

gence, the satisfactions allotted to individuals are to be

measured by the ingenuity aal diligence of each in con-

tributing to the satisfactions of all; from the same high

vierepoint the desires of each are to be regarded quite

coolly as the motive power that keeps the social system

functioning. But besides the detached and disinteeested

stand of intellisenee, there is the more spontaneous view-

point of the iedividual subjected to needs and wants,

pleasures and pains, labor and leisure, enjoyment and

privation. To each man his own desires, precisely because

they are his ore, possess an insistence that the desires

of others can never have for him. To each man his own

labors, because they are his own, have a dimension of

reality that is lacking in his apprehension of the labors

of others. To each mant his on joys anl sorrows have an
%.s

expansive or 'contracting immediacy that others can know
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only through their on experience of joy and sorrow. Yet

the ineluctable privacy of each one's experience provides

no premise for a wonadic theory of man. For the bond F; of

intert,subjectivity make the experience of each resonate to

the experience of others; an	 besides this elementary
ate,

comunion, there l.is. operative in alla, a drive to under-

stand and an insistence on behaving intelligently that

generate and tnplement comlon ways, common manners, corn-

non undertakincs, common commitments.

For this reason, it would seem a mistake to

conceive the sociological as simply a matter of external

constraint. It is true enough that society constrains the

individual in a thousand ways. It is true enough that the

individual has but a slight understanding of the genesis

and growth of the civilization into which he was born. It

is true enough that many of the things he must do are im-

posed upon him in a merely external fashion. Yet within

the walls of his individuality, there is more than a Tro-

jan horse. He has no choice about wanting to understand; he

is committed not by any decision of his own but by nature

to intelligent bohavior and as these determinants are res-

ponsible for the emergence of social orders in the past,

so they account for their development, their maintenance,

their refora,.tian. spontaneously every collapse is followed

by a reconstruction, every disaster by a new beginning,

every revolution by a new era. Commonly, men want a differ-

ent social order but, left to themselves, they never con-

sent to a complete anarchy.

There is, then, a radical tension of
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community. Intesubjective spontaneity and intelligently

devised social order possess different properties and

different tendencies. Yet to both by his very nature k man

is committed. Intelligence cennot but devise general solu-

tions and general rules, The individual is intelligent and

so he cannot enjoy peace of mind unless he subsumes his

own feelings and actions under the general rules that he

regards as intelligent. Yet feeling and seontaneous action

have their home in the interoeeubjective group and it is

only with an effort and then only in favored times that

the interbsubjective groups fit harmoniously within the

lareer pattern of social order.

Thus it is that in the history of human

societies,there are halcyon periods of easy peace and

tranquillity tut alternate with times of crisis and trouble

In the perio.ls of relaxed tension, the good of order has

come to terms vith the interesubjective groups. It commands

their esteem by its palpable benefits; it has exelained its

intricate demands in some approximete yet sufficient fashion

it has adapted to its own requirements the play of imagina-

tion, the resonance of sentiment, the strength of habit,

the ease of familiarity, the imp-Aus of enthusiasm, the

power of agreement and consent. Then a man's interest is

in happy coincidence with his work; his country is also

his homeland; its ways are the obviously right ways; its

glory and peril are his own.

As the serenity of the good old days

rests on an integration of common sense and human feeling,

so the troubled times of crisis demand the discovery and
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communication of new ihsirhts Bad a consequen adaptation

of spontaneous vttitudes. Unfoitunittely, coon sinse

does not inciade ar! iavantory of its on contents. It

does not re tie, t,holo and entire, in a sin,:le mind. It

canlot point to hny recorded set of exporiTents for its

juctificaion. It cannot as!?.ert itself in any o iie in-

flexible gerLerali7ations that characterize 1o0.0, mathe-

matics, an:	 Cwoon vonse knows, but it '.0415 not

C'•
	 know that	 or ho it kflows nor how to corect and

comp1er7ent its own inhdequacies. Only Ile tlinl awl des-

tructive blows, inevitable in even a patial broak-down

of social order, can i:ipre	 oi practical common s.Inse

that there are limits to its competence 	 that, if it

mill master th,?	 situation, it :sust fir:A consent to

learn. Still, what is to bo learnt? The problem may baffle

what exports are available. i theoretical solution n,:?ed

aot lad autoNatically to its popular presentation. S.,:en

when that I. achieved, th,.!: reori:ntation of spontaneous

attitudes will rein to be effected. The ti,lo of crisis

can be prolxiged, an in the midst of the suffering it

entails and of the aimless questilning it engenders, the

inteNsubjective groups within a society tend to fall

apart in birrini;:, insinuations, recriminations, wnile

unhappy iJlividue.ls begirt to long for the idyllic sim-

plicity of pri..mitive living in which large aecuoalltions

of insights wo!Ild be superfluous and human fellow-feeling

have a more dominant role.
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The Dialectic of Community,  

0

The name, dialectic, has been employed in a

variety of meanings. In Pieta, it denoted the art of

philosophic dialogue and YES contrasted with eristic.

In Aristotle, it referred to an effort to discover clues

to the truth by reviewing and scrutinizing the opinions

of others. For the Cchooltpen, it became the application

of logical rules to public disputatien. Hegel employed

the word to refer to his triadic process from the con-

cept of being to the Abeolate Idea. Marx inverted liege'

and so conceived as dialectical a non-mechanical, mater-

ialist process. Seemarily, then, dialectic denotes a

combination of the cencrete, the dynamic, ani the con-

tradictory; but this combinetion may be found in a dia-

logue, in the history of philosophic opinions, or in his-

torical process generally.

For the salce of greater precision, let

us say that a dialectic is a concrete unfolding of linked

but opposed prilciples of change. Thus, there 7111 be a

dialectic, if 1) there is an ag•regate of events of a

deterlinate cheracter, 2) the events may be traced to

either or both of t'No prieeiples, 3) the principles are

oiposed yet bound togetheT,.and 4) they are molified by

the chanes that successively result from them. For

exempla, the dramatic bias, lescribed above (
	

) , 
vas

A	 dialectical. The contents and affects emerging into con-

sciousness proviled the regulTAte aureate of events of

a determinate icind; these events originate from two prin-

0
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ciplas, namely, neural demand functions and tha exercise

of the constructive or repressive censorship; the two

principles aee lleked as patterned end patterning; they

are oppose] inasnech as the censors'aip not onily coestructs

but also represses arel, again, inasieuch as a misguided cen-

sorship results in neglected neural demands forcing their

way into consciousness; finally, change is cemuletive, for

the orientation of the censorship nt any time and the neu-

ral demands to be met both depend on the past history of

the stream of consciousness.

Now as there is a dialectic of the drama-

tic subject, so also there is a lareer dialectic of

community. Social events can be traced to the to prin-

ciples of hunmn.interpubjectivity end practical comma

sense. The to principles are linked, for the seontaneous,

interesubjective individual strives to understand andLe

wants to behave intelligently; and inversely, intelligence

would have nothing to put in order were there not desires

and fears, lelLors aud satisfactions of individuals. Again,

these linkeJ prliciples are opposed, for it is their op-

position that accounts for the tension of commueity. Fin-

ally, these lineed and opposed principles ere modified by

the'cheages that result from them; the development of

common sense consists in the further questions and in-

sights thet esrise from the situations produced by previous

operations of practical conteon sense; and the alternations

of social tranquillity wed social crisis mark successive

stages in the adaptation of human spontaneity and sensi-

bility to the demands of developing intelligence.

0 )
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In two manners this dialectic of community differs

from the dialectic of the dramatic subject. First, there

is a difference in extent, for the dialectic of conmunitY

regards the history of hnian relationships„	 the inner

dialectic of the subject re4rds the biograly of an in-

dividual. Secondly, there is a difference InAlavel of

activity, for the dialectic of cwiAunity is concehed with

the interplay of more or less conscious intelligence and

more or less conecil'us seontaneity in an aggregate of in-

dividuals, nhile the dialeceic of the subject is concerned

with the untry o2 neural demands into consciousness.

Accordingly, oae mignt say that a sinsle d!alectic of

community is related to a manifold of individual sets of

neural denand functions through a manifold of individual

dialectics, In this relationship, the dialectic of commun-

ity holds the dominant position, for it gives rise to the

situations that stimulate neural demands ani it moulds

the oriontation.of intelligence that preconsciously exer-

cises the censorship. Still, as is clears one must not

suppose this dominance to be absolute, for both covertly

and overtly, neural demands conspire wi_th an obnubila-

tion of intelligence, and what happens in isolated in-

dividuals tends to bring them together and so to pro-

vide a focal point from Inhich aberrant social attitudes

originate,

This raises the basic question of a bias in

common sense. Four: distinct aspects call for attention.

There is the alread mentioned bias arising from the

psychological depths, and commonly it is marked by its
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sexual overtones. There also are the individual bias of

ecoism, t	 ro	 ht Eso with Its class coaflints, _;ald a

general bias tlot t•As to set corn sonze against

sei9nce and philo2ophy. On the,,;a three something must now

be said,

There is a rather notable obscurity in the

mlaning of the terms, egoism and altruism. then a carnivor-

ous animal stalks and %ills its prey, it is not properly

egoistic; for it i2 cimply folloing it tfttincts aol

g4jnora1, for a:.,imals to follow their ins,l.ncts is for

them to s,..-lcure th9 biological aals or iniivilual and

sDectfic survival. By pa!'ity of reasoning, rhen a female

foFters its yolng, it too is follcring its in-

stincts: tho,Igh it ,r4tributos to a e,enoral

end, ot111	 -!oos so rather by the seheming of natu0

than by altism in Its propo- seoo. Finally, if tv.imal

spontaneity is (:)ither egoistic nor altruistic, it seems

to follow that th?? same mu!'t be said of human sponteneity;

men are led by their intersubjectivity both to satisfy

their own appetites nn..1 to holp others in th,:: attainment

of their satisfactions: but neither tyre of activity is

necessarily either egoistic or altruistic.

C
	

Ther is a further apect to the utter.

In his Ethi9s, Aristotle aked rhether a good friend loved

himself. 111:! anwer was that vhile true friendship

eluded sslf-love	 the porJular sense, none the less it

demanded self-love in a higher stslase; for a man loves

himself, if he wants for himself the tint things in the
•-n••*   
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world) namely, virtue and wisdom; and without virtue End

wisdom a man can be a true friend neither to himself nor

to anyone else. Accordin0y) as Aristotle's anewer suggests,

when one turns from the realm of spontaneity to that of

Intelligence and reasonableness, one does not find that

egoism and altruism provide ultimate categories. For

intelligence and reasonableness with their implications

automatically esneme the ultimate position: and from their

detached vieelloint there in set up a social order in

Which, as in tha eeimal kingdom, both taking care of one-

self nnd contributing to the well-beine of others have

their legitimate place and necessary function.

None the less) it reneins that there is

a sense in which egoism is always wrong and altruism its

proper corrective. For man does not live exclusively either

on the level of intertsubjectivity or on the level of

detached intelligence. Oa the contrary) his living is a

dialectical resultant springing from those opposed but

linked principles; and in the tension of that union of

opposites, the root of egoism is readily to be discerned.

For Intelligence is a principle of universalization and

of ultimate synthesis; it understands similars in the

same manner; anl it gives rise to further questions on

each issue until all relevant data are understood. On the

other hand) spontaneity is concerned with the present) the

Immediate, the palpable; intertsubjectivity radiates from

the self as from a center, and its efficacy Jiminishes

rapidly with distance in place or time. Egoism is neither

mere spontaneity nor pure intelligence but an interference
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of spontaneity with the developmAnt of intelligence.

With remaAsable acumen one solves anels orn problems.

With startling modesty one does t;ot venture to raise the

relevant further questions, Can one's solution be general-

ized? Is it compatible with the social order that exists?

Is it compatible vAth any social order that proximately

or even remotely is possible?

The precise nature of egoistic interference

with intellectual process calls for attention. It is not

to be thought that the eoist is devoid of the disinterest-

odness and detachment of intellir:ont inrriiry. More than

many others, he has developed a capacity to face issues

squarely and to think them through. The cool schemer, the

shrewd calculator, the hard-headed self-seeker are very

far from LIJulgia in mere wishful thinking. Vithout the

detachment of intol11gence, tliv- cannot invent and imple-

ment stratagems th4t work. Without the disinterestedness

of intelligence, thoy cannot raise and meet every further

• question that is relevant within their restricted terms

of reference. Nor can one say that egoism consists in

makini; intelligence the instrument of more elementary

desires anl fears. For as lonif as the egoist is ongved

upon his problems, the immaneat norms of intelligent in-

quiry overtyule any 1nt3rferenee rrcim desire or fear; and

while the egoist refuses to put the still further questions

that would lead to a profound modific&tion of his solution,

still that Tefusal does not make intelligence an instru-

ment but merely brushes It aside.

Egoism, then, is an incomplete devel-
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opment of intelligence. It rises above a merely irherited

mentality. It has the boldness to etrike out anl think for

itself. But it fails to pivot from the initial ne prelimin-

ary :lotivation, provided by desires and fears, to the self-

abnegation involved in alicyAng complete free play 6 in-

telligent in,:,eiry. Ite inquiry is reinrorSced by spontan-

eous dobis and frs: by the same stroke it is restrained

from a consieration of any broader field.

Necessarily, such an inc.ompleten,:ss of develop-

ment is an exclusion of correct unde:s,„andinr. Just as In

the sciences, intelligence begins from hypotheses that

prove insufficient and advances to further hypotheses that

successively prove more and more satisfactory, so too in

practical living it is through the cumulative process

of fuither questions and further insights that an adequate

understanding is re;:ched. A5 in the sciences, so also in

practical living, individuality pertains to the elpirical

reoilue, so that there is not one cours3 of action that

is intelligent when I a,..3 concerned and quite a different

course when anyone else is involved. I'lluct is cuce for

the goose, is s:-.eco for the gander. But egoitic emanci-

pation reL',s on a rejection of merely proverbial -Asdom

yet fails to attain the development of personal intelli-

gence that vould re-establish the old saying.

Thus, the golden rule is to do to others as

you would have them do to you. One may object that common

sense is never complete until the concrete situation is

reached, and that no two concrete situations are identical.

Still, it does not follow that the golden rule is that
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there is no golden rule. For the old rule did not advocate

iilentical behavior in nigaificantly lifferont riituationo:

on tho :ontoary, it coot•ndel f•ky,t the more interyhange

of inlividual roles youll not constitute by itself a

significont ..Tiff'ooence in concrete sitoations.

lop is the eLoist totally unaware of

his self-deception. veri ia the bias and scotosis of the

dramatic subject, rldch operates preconsciously, there is

a measure of ealf-suspicion and disquiet. In oho egoist

th ere are additional ;r.ounds for an uneasy conscieloe, for

it is not by sheer inadvertence but also by a conscious

self-orientation that he devotes his energies to sizing up •

the social orJar, ferreting out its .z11, points an  tts

loop-holes, anl discovering devices that. give access to

Its rewards .while evaJing its demands for proportionate

contributions. As has been insisted already, egoism is

not spontaneous, self-regardiog appetite. Though it may re-

sult automatically from an incomplet dev:Aopmont of in-

telligence, it loos not automatioslly remain in that posi-

tion. Ther hpoo to be overcome both the drive of intelli-

gence to	 th rilevant further questions that upset

egoistic solutions rid, as well, the spontaneous demands

of intervubjectivity whieil, if they lack the breadth of a

purely intellectual vieTooint with its golden rule, at

least are commonly broader in their regard for others than
is
JOI intelligent selfiP.hness. Hence it is that, however much

the egoist may appreciate the effort o of philosophers to

assure him that intelligence is instrumental, he will be

aware tnat, in his cool calculations, intelligence is boss
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mill that, in his refusal to consider further questions,

intelligence is not imde.into a servant but merely ruled

out of court, Again, nowever much he may reassure himself

by praiin th pragratists, ti1l 11• suffers from the

rea17ation that the prat;matic success of his scheming

fnlls short of a justification; for prior to the criteria

of truth iavented by philosophers, there is the dynamic

criterion of the fu2thor question iumanent in intelligence

itself. The cLoistis uneasy conscience is hi:  azareness

of his sin against the liEht. Operative within him, there

Is the Eros of tIn Tinfl, the desire aryl drive to utlder-

stand; he k!-Iows its value, for he gives it free rein where

his own intcrets a;.e concerned: yet he also repu(Aates

its mastery, for he will not u;rant serious consideration

to it3 further relevant questions.

Group Bias_, 

As indivilual bias, so also group bias rests

on an interfeence with the development of practical common

sense, But vtille iiv91vidual bias has to overcome normal

intervublective feelinL, groilp bias finds itself supported

by such feeling. Again, while individual bias leads to

attitudes that conflict with ordinary coi=n sense, group

bia:2 operates in the vary genesis of common sense views.

Basically, social groups are defined implicit-

ly by the pattera of relaUons of a social order, and they

are constit u ted ty th-? realization of those dynamic rela-

tions, Ira its Wchological aspect the social order

generates the distinctions between scientists and
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engineers, technicians and workers, skilled and unskilled

labor. In its economic alect, it differentiates the

formation of ar:;.tal from the production of consumer

goods aril	 di,Jtinguishes income groups by offering

proportionate rewards to contributions, and organizes con—

tributort In hierarchies of employee's, foremen, supervisors

superintendants, manEa:,ers, and directors. In its political

aspect, it di5tifIguishes legislative, judicial, diplomatic,

and ex .tive funutionL with their myriad ramifications,

and it works out some syctea.1 in which the various offices

are to be filled and the tasks performed,

iloviever, in the dialectic of community there

is the operation not xlly of praetical comoon sane but

also of huAan intersubjectivity. If human intelligence

takes the lead in developments, still its products do

not function smoothly until there is effected a suitable

adaptation of sensitive spontaneity. In a school, a regi-

ment, a faetory, a trade, a profession, E prison, there

develops co'A ethos tha.t, at once subtly and flexibly pro-

vides concTete prenliaes and norms for practical decisions.

For in human affairs the decisive factor in what one can

expect of the other follow. Ouch expectations rest on

recojelized coles of behavior; they appeal to past per—

formance, acuired habit, reputation; they attain a maxi-

mum of precision and reliability among those frequently

brought together, engaged in similar work, guided by simi—

lar motives, sharing the same prosperity or adversity.
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Among strangers we are at a loss what to say or do, The

social orler not xily gathers nen together in functional

groups but also coasolidates Its gains and expedites its

operations by turning to its own ends ths last resources

of hsman imagination an emotion, sentiment and confidence,

fassiliarity aasi loyalty.

flowever, this forAasion or social groups,

spocifisslly a;1.,.pt1 to the smooth attainment of social

ends, merely ,Inds 4so replsco one inertial force with ano-

ther. Hu:san sensitivity is not human latelligence and, if

$onsitivity can be adapted to implement easily anl readily

one set of !_ntelligent dictates, it has to undergo a

fresh adaptation before it 1-4111 cease resisting a second

set of more intelligent dictates. Nov, social progress is

success:_on of changes. Each new idea gradually modifies

the social situation to call forth further new ideas and

bring cbout still further modifications. k)reover„ the new

ideas are practical; they are applicable to consrete situa-

tioiul. they occur to those engaged in the situations to
14-tetows-se,

v!sich they are to be applied.AAAssaa,dsisO)L4/iths practical

casmon sense of 'a community Day ba a sinslu shole,	 its

parts reside seParately in Uao niads of members of social

groups, ai its development occurs as each group intelli-

gently respon,ls to the succession of situations with which

it immediately deals. r;ere all the responses made by pure

Intelligences, coatinuous progress might be inevitable.

In fact, the responses are made by intelligences that are

coupled with the ethos and the interests of groups and,

while intelligence heads for change, group spontaneity
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does not regard all changes in the same cold light of

the general good of society. Just as the J.ndivileal egoist

puts further questions ap to a point, but desists before

reacniag coaclusions incompatible with his eoisr, so also

the group is prone to have a blind spot for the ineights

that reveal its well-being to be excessive or its use-

fulness at an end.

Thus group bias leads to a bias in the genera-

tive principle of a developing social order. At a first

approximation, one thinks of the course of social change

ae a succession of insights, courses of action, changed

situations, and fresh insights. At each turn of the wheel,

one has to clisti)veish between fresh Insights that are

mere bright idea:: of no practical moment and, on the other

hand, the fre!7a iesights that squarely meet the demends of

the concrete situat.ion.

Group bias, hover, calls for a further dis-

tinction. Truly practical ineights have to be divided into

operative and inoperative; both satisfy the criteria of

prectical intelligence; but the operative insights alone

go into effect for they alone either meet tith no group

resistance or else find favor with groups powerful enough

to overcome that resistance there is.

The bias of development involves a distor-

tion. The advantege of one group commonly is disadvantag-

eous to another, and so some part of the energies of all

groups is diverted to the supererogatory activity of

an4 imolementing offensive and defensive mechanisms

Groups dife'er in their possession of native talent,
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opportmites, initiative, and resources; those in frvored^

circumstces find success t1Ae key to still further success:

those .Inable to make operative the new ideas that ere to

their advantage fell beUnd. Li Lie process of social

development, og:ety becomes stratified; its flower is

fai in advencs of averge attainment; its roots appear to

be the survival of the rude achievement of a forgotten

age. Classes becole distinviished„ not me7ely by social

functlin, hut also by social success; and the new differ-

entiation fihds expression not onLy in conceptual labels

but also in deep feelinrs of frustration, resentment,

bitterness, and hatred.

Moreover, the course of de-;elopment has

been twisted. Th,2 social order that has been realized

does not correspond to eny coherently developed set of

practicgl ideas. It represents the fraction or practical

ileas thrt were made operative by their conjunction rith

power, the mutilated remnants of once excellent schemes

that issuM from the mill of compromise, the otiose struc-

tures thvt. equip grrIlips for their offensive and defensive

activities, k7ein, ideas are general, but the stratifica-

tion of society has bloctzed their realization in their pro-

per generolit:,. Ideas possess retinues of complementary

ideas that add furthe. evljustments and improvements; but

these needed complements were submitted to the sifting of

group interests and to the alternations of compromise.
L.

Still, this process of aberration

creates the principles for its ovn reversal. Men a con-

crete situation first yields a new idea and demands its

!,...i.i............. wolart.....,((..,

° •
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realization, it is unlikely that the idea will occur to

anyone outside thc group specialized in dealing with

situations of that type. but rhen some ideas of a coherent

set have been realized, or then they L:re realized in a

partial manner, or when their realization does not attain

its proper generality, or vilen it is i tot complemented with

a needed retinue of improvements and adjustments, then

there is no need to call upon experts and specialists

to J.iscover tether anything has gone wrong nor aven to

hit upon a rougnly accuratu account of what can be done.

The sins of -A-nlin bias may be se!,!ret and almost ;Inconcious.

But what orilnally was a aeglected possibility, in titrle

becomes a grotesquely dintorted reality. Pew may grasp the

initial possibilities; but tne ultimate concrete distor-

tions are exposed to the inspection of tae multitude. :dor

has the bias of social development re7ealed the ideas that

were neglected without also sw,olying the power that will

realize them. For the bias generates unsuccessful as yell

as successful classes; and the sentiments of the unsuccess-

ful can be crystallized into militant force by the crusa-

ding of a reformer Or a 1.volutionary.

The ensuing conflict admits a variety of

forms. the dominant groups may be reactionary or progress-

ive or any mixture of tae two, In so far a:3 they are re-

actionary, they are out to block any corroction of the

effects of group bias and tn.-xi employ for this purpose

whatever por tliv possess in Ivhatever manner they deem

appropriate ual eff-ective. On the other naqd, in so far

as they are progressive tney make it their aim both to
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correct existing distortions and to find. the means that

will prevent their future recurrence. No,- to a great ex-

tent th-; attitude of the dominant groups determines the

attitude of tile depressed groups, leactonaries are opposed

by revolutionaries. Progressives are met by liberals. In

the former case the rAtuation heads towards violence, In

the latter case there is a general agreement about ends

with disagroeaent about the pace of change and the mode

and measure of its execution.

8. General  Bias.,

To err is human, and common sense is

very human. Besides the bias of the dramatic subject, of

the individual egoist, of the meiber of a given class or

nation, there is a further bias to Clich all men are prone.

For men are rational al*Ilals, but full development of

their animality is both more connon and more rapid than

a full deve1.17mnt of their intelligence and reasonableness.

A traditional view credits children of seven years of age

with the attatmaent ef an elenentary reasonableness. The

law reL;ards as a minor anyone under twenty-one years of

age. Experts in tha field of public entertainent address

themselves to a mental aee of about twelve years. Still

more modest i the scientific attitude that places Man's

attainment of knowledge in an indefinitely removed future,

is personal experience apt to be reassuring. If

everyone has some acquaintance olith the spirit of inquiry

and reflection, fevy think of making it the effective center

of their lives; and of that few, still fever make sufficient

n o
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progress to be able to withstand other attractions and

persevere in tiler high purpose.

The let; or intelleetual dovellpment, its

. difficulty and its apparently meagre returns bear in an

especial manner on common sense. It is concerned rith

the •oncrete and the p4rticular, It enterteins no aspira-

tions about reaching abstract and universal laws. It etsily

is led'to rattonlize its limitations by engendering a

conviction tht other forms of nuiran criveledge are useless

or dreibtfully vaill. Every specialist runs the risk of

turning his •peciaWy into a bias by failing to recog-

nize and appreciate the significance of other fields,

Common sense almoet invariably makes that mistake; for

it is incapable of analyzing itself, incepoble of making

the diecovery that it too is a specialized development of

human knewledre, incapable of coming to grasp that its

peculiar denver is to extend its legitimate concern for

the concrete and the immediately practical into disregard

of larger issues and indifference to long-term results,

a I Thf_l_ILoa..ez..

This general bias of common sense com-

bines rith group hia to account for certain features of

the distorted lialectic of cm:unity, As has been noted,

at each turn of tie.o wheel of insiFht, proposal, action,

new situation, and fresh insight, the tendency of group

bias is to exclude some fruitful ideas and to mutilate

others by compromise. Nov fruitful ideas are of several

kinds. They may lead to technical and material -improvements,
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to adjustmts of economic arrangements, or to modifica-

tions of political structure. As one might expect, tech-

nical an,A material improveents are less subject to the

veto of dominant groups than are chmges in economic and

political inAtutions. Again, v!hea re shift to the second

phase of the diotorted dialectic, the resonant demands of

the unsuccessful are for material well-bing; and when

the clamor gos up for economic or political ciunge, such

dtange is apt to be viewed simply as a necessary means

for attaining more palpably beneficial ends.

Accordingly, there arises a listinction be-

tween the shorter cycle, due to group bias, amd the

longer cycle, originated by the general bias of coon

sense. The shorter cycle tnrns upon 1.eas that are neglect-

ed by dominant gro71ps only to be championed later by de-

pressed' Lre...ips. The ..o.n.ger cycle is characterized by the

negloct ol* ideas to which all groups are r,ndered inliffer-

ont by the general bia':7, of common sense. Btill, this

account of the loner cycle is mainly negative; to grasp

its nature and its iaplications, we must turn to funda-

mental notions.

Generically, the course of human history is

In accord with emergent probability; it is the cumulative

realization of concretely possible schemes of recurrence

In accord with successive schedules of probabilities.

The specific difference of human history i5 that among

the probable possibilities is a sequence of operative in-

sights by which men grasp possible schemes of recurrences

and take the initiative in bringing about the material

0	 o)
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and social conditions that make these schemes concretely

possible, probable, and aetaal. In this fashion man b-

ooms for man the executor of the emergent probability

of homaa affairs. Ia3tead or being develooed by hts

environment, nan turas to transfonainz, his environment

in his on self-levelognent. a3 remains under emergent

probability, inalluch as his imights and decisions re-

main probable realizatione of concrete possibilities, and

inasmuch ki earlier insights arid decisions determine later

possibilities and probabilities of insight and decision.

Still, this subjection to emergent probability differs

from the subjection of electton\c)s r of evolving species,

For, in the fi-st place, insight is Ln anticipation of

possible schenes, and decision brings about the concrete

conditions of their functiening in3tead of merely waiting

for such conditions to happen; moreover, tho greater man's

development, the greater his doninion over circumstanees

sOd so the greater his capacity to realize possible schemes

by 'eciding to realize their conditions. But there is also

a second an6 prof000der differanee. For man can discover

fflmergerlt probabilityl he can work out the manner in rhich

prior inslchts an,. decisions ,letermine the possibilities

and probabilities of later in.ights and decisions l he can

guide his present decisions in the light of their influence

on future insights and decisions; finally, this control

of the emergent probability of the future can be exercised

not only by the individual in choosing his career and in

forming his character, aot only by adults in educating the

younger generation, but also by mankind in its conscious-
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ness of its responsibility to the future of mankind. Just

as technical, ecolomic, and political levelopment gives

man s dominion over n&ture, 20 also tl-o alliance of !cnow-

ledge creates foil cleAaads a human cl:Itib,ition to the

comrol of human history.

So far from granting common sense a hegemony

in practical affairs, the foregoinG analysis leads to the

straw° conollsion tht corliou..:;ense has co aim at being

subordimted to a h,Inari ,,7:ince that is unlearned, to

adapt a phrase from Marx, aot only 'Jth knowing history

but alto with.diructing it. Por eoifictn seilse is unequal

to the tk of thThking on jl • leved (1;7 history. It

stands above tho scotosis of tLo dramatic subject, above

the egoisir of tL .r1divua1, above the bias of dominant

and of (2.ep%ss,:d but militant groups that realize only

the ideas they see to be to their im6otAate advantage.

But the general bias of coon ,nse prevents it from be-

tag effective in realizing ideas, however appropriate and

rconable, that suppose a long view or that set up higher

integrations OT that involve th6 solution of intricate and

disputed issues. The enalltenF,e of nistory is for man pro-

gressively to restrict the realm of chance or fate or des-

tiny and progressively to enlarge the realm of conscious

grasp and deliberate noice. Comm sense accepts the

challenge, but it does so only partially. It needs to be

guiled but it is incompetent to choose its guide. It be-

cornea involved in incoherent enterprises. It is subjected

to disasters that no one e:;pects, that roTain unexplained

even after tnoir oecurrencepthat can be explained only

on the level of scientific or philosophic thought, that
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even henwhen explained can be prevented from recurring only

by subordinating common sense to a higher specialization

of human intelligence,

This is not the Thole story. The general

bias of common sense involves sins of refusal as well as

of mere omission. Its complacent practicality easily

twists to the view that, as insistent iesires feed con-

tracting fears necessitate and justify the realization

of ideas, so ideas without that %errant are a matter of

indifference, The long view, the higher integration, the

disputed theoretical issue fall outside the realm of the

practical; it may or may not be too had that they do: but

there is no ere eorrying about the matter; nothing can

be done about it; indeed, that could be done about it, pro-

bably would not be done. Now I am far from segeesting that

such practical realism cennot adduce impressive argnments

in its favor, Like the characters in Damon Runyon's stories

politicians and statesmen are confined to doing what they

can. None the lese„ if we are to understand the implica-

tions of the longer cycles we must work out the consequences

of such apparently hard-headed practicality and realism.

8.1	 TmpliN:.tinn cif tee Longer Cycle. 

Already we have explained the aeture

of the succession of higher viewpoints that characterize

the development Of mathematics and of empirical science.

Now we lust attend to the inverse phenomenon in which each

successive viewpoint is less comprehensive than its pre-

decessor. In each stage of the historical process, the

^
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facts are tee social situation produced by the practical

intelligence of the previous situation. Again, in each

stage, practice' intAligonce is engaged in grasping the

concrete intAligibility and the immediate potentialities

immanent in the facts. Finally, at each stage of the pro-

cess, the general bias of COMMOR sense involves the dis-

regard of timely and fruitful ideas; and this disregard

not only excludes their implementation but also deprives

subsequent stages both of the further ideas, to rhich they

would give rise, and of the correction that they an their

retinue would bring to the ideas that are treplemented.

Such is the basic scheme, and it has three coesequeneee.

In the first place, the social situation de-

teriorates cumulatively. For just as progress consists in
a.

le realization of some ideas that leads to the realiza-

tion of others until a 'hole coherent set is concretely

operative, so the repeated ycclusion of tieely and fruit-

ful ideas involves a cumuletive departure from coherence.

The objective social situation possesses the intelligibili-

ty put into it by nose that brought it about. But what

is put in, less end less is some part of a coherent whole

that will adc for its completion, and more and more it is

some arbitrary fregment that can be rounded off only by

giving up the attempt to complete the other arbitrary frag-

ments that have preceded or will follow it. In this fashion

social functions and enterprises begin to conflict; some

atrophy and others grow like tumors; the objective situa-

tion becomes penetrated with anomalies; it loses its power

to suggest new ideas and, once they are implemented, to

0)
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respond with still farther and better suggestions. The

dynamic of progress is replaced by sluggishness and then

by stamation. In the limit, the only discernible intelli-

gibility in the objective facts is an equilibrium of

economic pressures and a balance of national powers.

The second consequence is the mounting

irrelevance of detached and disinterested intelligence.

Culture retreats into an ivory torer. Religion becomes an

. inward affair of the heart. Philosophy glitters like a

gem with endless facets and no practical purpose. For

man cannot cerve two masters. If one is to be true to in-

tellectual detachment end disinterestedness, to what can

be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed, then one

seems constrained to acknowledge that the busy world of

practical affairs offers little scope to one's vocation.

Intelligence easily can\link culture, religion, philoso-

phy to the realm of concrete living only if the latter is

intelligible. But concrete living has become the function

of a complex variable; like the real component of such

a function, its intelligibility is only part of the whole.

Already we have spoken of an empirical residue from ehich

understanding always abstracts; but the general bias of

common sense generates an inceeesingly significant residue

that 1) is if:lea:lent in the social facts, 2) is not intelli-

gible, yet 3) cannot be abstracted from if one is to con-

sider the facts as in fact they are. Let us name this

residue the social surd.

The third consequence is the surrender

of detached and disinterested intelligence. There is the

0
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minor surrender on the level of common sense. It Is an

incomplete surreader, for common sense always finds a

profoundly satisfying escape from the grim realities of

daily living by turning to men of culture, to represen-

tatives of religion, to spokesmen for philosopny. Still

the business of common sense is daily life. Its reality

has to be faced. The insie,hts that accueulate have to be

exactly in tune with the reality to be confronted and in

some measure controlled. The fragmentary and incoherent

intelligibility of the objective situation sets the stan-

dard to which common sense intelligence must conform..

Nor is this conformity merely passive. Intelligence is

dynamic. Just as the biased intelligence of the psycho-

neurotic sets up an ingenious, plausible, self-adapting

resistance to the efforts of the analyst, so men of

practical COMA011 sense become warped by the situation

in which they live and regard as starry-eyed idealism

and silly unpracticality any proposal that would lay the

axe to the root of the social surd.

Besides this minor surrender on the level

of common sense, there is the major surrender on the

speculative level, The function of human intelligence,

it is claimed, is not to set up independent norms that

make thought irrelevant to fact but to study the data as

they are, to grasp the intelligibility that is immanent

in them, to acknowledge as principle or norm only what

can be reached by generalization from the data. There

follow, the need and the development of a new culture)

a new religion, a new philosophy; and the new differs

0
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radically from the old. The new is not apriorist, rish-

ful thinking. It is empirical, scientific, realistic. It

takes its stand on things as they are. In brief, its many

excellences cover its sinele defect. For its rejection of

the normative significance of detached and disinterested

intelligence makes it radically uncritical. It possesses

no standpoint from which it can distineuish betyeen social

achievemuit and the social surd. It fails to grasp that

an excellent aethod for the study of electrons is bound

to prove naive and inept in the study of man. For the

data on man are largely the product of man's on thinking;

and the subordination of human science to the data on man

is the subordination of human science to the biased in-

telligence of those that produce the data. From this

critical incapacity, there follow the insecurity and the

instability of the new culture, religion,. philosophy.

Each new arrival has to keep bolstering its coneictions

by attacking and denouncing its predecessors. Nor is

there any lack of new arrivalst for in the cumulative de-

terioration of the social situation there is a continuous

expansion of the surd arid so there is an increasing demand

for further contractions of the claims of intelligence,

for further dropping of old principles and norms, for

closer conformity to an ever growing man-made incoherence

immanent in man-made facts.

It isinthis major surrender of intellectual

detachment that the succession of ever less comprehensive

viewpoints comes to light. The development of our western

civilization, from the schools founded by Charlemagne to
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the universities of today) has witnessed an extraordin-

ary flowering of human intelligence in every depa7tment

of its activity. But this course of human progress has

not been along a smooth and mounting curve. It has taken

place through the oscillatians of the shorter cycle in

which social groups become factions, in which nations go

to rar, in which the hegemony passes from one center to

another to leave its former holders with proud manories

awl impotent dreams. No less does it exhibit the success-

ive loeer viewpoints of the longer cycle. The medieval

syethesis through the conflict of church and state shatter-

ed into the several religions of the reformation. The wars

of religion provided the evidence that man has to live

not by rewIlation but by reason. The disagreement of

reason's ropeesentetives made it clear that, vhile each

must follow the dictates of rea s on as he sees them, he

also must practise the virtue of tolerance to the equally

reasonable views and actions of others, The helplessness

of tolerance to provide coherent solutions to social

problems called forth the totalitarian rho takes the

narrow and complacent practicality of common sense and

elevates it to the role of a complete and exclusive view-

point. On the totalitarian view, every type of intellect-

ual independence whether personal, cultural, scientific,

philosophic) or religious, has no better basis than non-

conscious myth. The time has come for the conscious myth

that All secure man's total subordination to the require-

ments of reality. Reality is the economic development,

the military equipment, and the political dominance of

0
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the all-inclusive state. rts ends justify all means.

Its means include not merely every technique of indoc-

trination and propaganda, every tactic of economic and

diplomatic pressure, every ,:!evice for bra&eine lovin the

moral coneeience ani exploiting the secret affects of

civilized mee, but oleo the terrorism of a political

police, of prisons ad torture, of concentration camps,

of transported or extirpeted minorities, and of total

war. The succession of less comprehensive vielwints has

been a succession of adaptations of theory to practice.

In the limit, practice becomes a theoretically uairied

whole, and theory is reduced to the status of a myth that

lingers on to represent the frustrated aspirations of de-

tached and disinterested intelligence.

83 Alternatives of the Longer Cycle, 

That is the subsequent course of the

longer cycle generated by the general bias of common sense?

In so far as the bias remains effetive, there would seem

to be only one anewer. The totalitarian has uncovered a

secret of powee. to defeat him is not to eliminate a per-

manent temptation to try once more his methods. Those not

subjected to the temptation by their ambitions or their

needs, will be subjected to it by their fears of danger

and by their insistence on self-protection. t:io in an un-

easy peace, in the unbroken tension of a prolonged emer-

gency, one totalitarianism cells forth another. On an

earth made small by a vast human population, 17 limited

natural resources, by rapid and easy communications, by
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extraordinary powers of destruction, there will arise sooner

or latori the moment when the unstable equilibrium will seem
er

threatened and the gamble of war will appear the lesser risk

to some of ttl!? pirti2s involved. If the war is indecisive,

the basic situalon is unchanged. If it is totally destructive,

the longer cycle has come to its end. If there reselts a single

world empire, then it inherits both the objective stagnation

of the social surd and the warped mentality of totalitarian

practicality; but it cannot whip up the feverish energy of

fear or of ambition; it has no enemy to fight; it has no in-

telligible goal to attain.

Comm sense, on the other hand, has no use

for any theoretical integration, even for the totalitarian

integration of Common senee practicality. It will desert the

new empire for the individual or group interests that it

understands. This centrifugal tendency will be augmented by

the prepossessions and prejudices, the resentments and hatreds

that have been accumulating over the aEes1 for every reform,

every revolution, every loear viewpoint overstates both the

case in its owl' favor and the case against those it•would super-

sede; from eaen geaoration to the next there are transmitted

not only sound ideas, but also incomplete ideas, mutilated

ideas, enthusiasms, passions, bitter memories, and terrifying

bogies. In this fashion, the objective social surd eill be

matched by a disunity of minds all warped but each in its

private way. The most difficult of enterprises will have to

be undertaken under the most adverse circumstances and, under

thi present hypothesis that the general bias of common sense

remains effective, one cannot but expect the great crises that

7.777.=.Z.T.11
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end in complete disintegration an decay.

Still, on the assuption of emergent probability,

nothing is inevitable. Indeed, the essential logic of the dis-

torted dialectic is a reversal, For dialectic rests on the

concrete unity of opposed principles; the doeinance or either

principle results in a distortion, and the distortion both

weakens tho dominance and strengthens the opposed principle

to restore an equilibrium. Why, then, is it thct the longer

cycle is so long? Thy is the havoc it wreaks so deep, so ex-

tensive, so coeplete? The obvious answer is the diffieelty

of the lesson thet the longer cycle has to teach, flor are we

quite without hints or clues on the netureof that lesson.

On the contrary, there is a convergence of evidence for the

assertion that the longer cycle is to be met, not by any idea

or set of ideas on the level of technology, economics, or

politics, but only by the attainment of a higher viewpoint in

mants understanding and making of man,

In the! first place, the general bias or common

sense cannot be corrected by common sense, for the bias is ab-

struse and general, and common sense deals with the particular.

In the second place, man can discover how pTesent insights and

decisions influence through emergent probability the occurrence

of future insights and decisions; as he can make this discovery,

so he can use it, not oaly in shaping individual biographies

and educeting children in the image of their parents and of

the state authorities, but also in the vastly more ambitious

task of directing and in some measure controlling his future

hisjory. In the third place, the longer cycle of western

civilization has been drawing attention repeatedly to the
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notion of a practical theory of history. It was conceived in

one manner or another by Vico in his ScUnza nuova, by Hegel,

and by Marx. It has exercis4 a conspicuous influence on events

through liberal doctrine of automatic proieress„ through the
A

Marxian doctrine of class war, through the myths or nationalist

totalitarianism. In the fourth place, a remedy has to be on

the level of the disease; but the disease is a succession of

lower viewpoints that heads towards an ultimate nihilism; and

so the remedy has to be the attainmeat of a higher viewpoint.

As there is evidence for the necessity of a

higher viewpoint, so also there is some evidence on its nature.

Inquiry and ineight are facts that underlie mathematics, em-

pirical science, and common sense. The refusal of iesight is

a fact that accounts for Ina-I/ideal and group egoist!, for the

psychoneuroses,anl for the ruin of nations and civilizations.

The needed hIgnep viewpoint is the discovery, the logical

expansion, an  LIu recognition of the principle that intelli-

gence contains its own immanent norms arid that these norms are

equipped with sanctions which man does not have to invent or

Impose. Even in the sphere of practice, the last word does

not lie with common sense and its panoply of technology,

economy, and polity; for unless common sense can learn to

overcome its bias by acknowleiging and submitting to a higher

principle, unless common sense can be taueht to resist its

perpetual temptation to ajoirt the easy, obvious, practical

compromise, then one must expect the succession of ever less

comprehensive viewpoints and in the limit the destruction of

all that has been achieved,  

C
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What is the higher principle? Since we have

not as yet diecueeea such notion ae truth wad error, right and

wrong, human ecience and philosophy, culture and religion, our

immediate aaewer can be no more than a series of notes.

In the first place, there is such a thing as

progress and its principle is liberty. There is proeress, be-

cause practice' intelligence grasps ideas in data, gaides

activity by the ideas, and reaches fuller and more accurate

ideas through the situations produced by the activity. The

principle of progress is liberty, for the ideas oocur to the

man on the spot, their only satisfactory expressiaa is their

implementation, their only adequate correction is the emer-

gence of further insights; on the other hand, one might as

well declere openly that all new ideas are taboO„ as require

that they be examined, evaluated, and approved by sane hier-

archy of officials ani bureaucrats; for members of this hier-

archy poses auteority and power in inverse retie to their

familiarity wita the concrete situations in rhich the now ideas

emerge; thy never kaow whether or not the new idea will work l

much less cen they divine how it might be corrected or develop-

ed; and since the one thing they dread is making a mistake,

they devote their energies to paper eork and postpone decisions.
0. ,Ctiu,I.M; llovever, while there is progress end while its principle is

liberty, there also is decline and its principle in bias. There

is the minor principle of group bias which tends to generate

its own corrective, There is the major principle of general

bias and, though it too generates its awn corrective', it does
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so only by confronting human intelligence with the alterna-

tive of adopting a higher viewpoint or perishing. To ignore

the fact of decline was the error of the old liberal viers of

automatic progress. The far more confusing error of. Marx was

to lump together both progress ![Cla 	 th3 two principles of de—

cline under the impressive name of dialectical materialism,

to arasp that the minor principle of decline afoul] correct

itself more rapidly thro,01 class war, and then to leap gaily

to the swooning conclusion that class war would accelerate

progress. Met, in fact, was accelerated was major decline which

in Russia aad (3,yr1Loy leaped to fairly thorough brands of

totalitarianism. The basic service of the higher vielapoint

will be a liberation from confusion through clear distinctions.

Progress is not to be confused aith decline; the corrective

mechanism of the minor principle of decline is not to be

thought capable of meeting the issues set by the major prim—

ciple.

Secondly, as there are sciences of nature, so also

there is a science of man. As the sciences of nature are em—

pirical, so also the science of man is empirical; for science

is the resultant of an accumuletion of related insights, and

scientific insights grasp ideas that are immanent not in what

is imanined but in what is given. If the sciences of nature

can be led astray by the blunder that the objective is, not

the verified, but the "out there", so also can the hunan

sciences; but thile this blunder in physics yields no more

than the ineptitude of Galileo/s primary qualities and Newton's

true motion, it leads zealous practitioners of scientific method

0    

in the human field to rule out of court a major portion of the
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data and so deny the ampirical princip13. Durkheimian sociology

and behaviorist psychology may have excuses for barring the

data of consciousness, forthere exist notable difficulties

in determining such data; but the business of the scientist

is not to allege difficulties as excuses but to overcryne them,

and neither oLjetivity in the sense of verification nor the

principle of empiricism cen be advanced as reaeoas for irnoring

the data of consciousness. Further, as mathematics has to deal

not only	 direct intelligibilities but also vith such in-

verse instances as primes, surds, imaginaries, continua, and

infinities, as the physieist has to employ not only the classi-

cal procedures and techniques that deal eith the systematic

but also the statistical procedures an techniques that take

into account the non-systematic, so alLo human science has to

be critical. It can afford to drop the nineteenth-century

scientific outlook of mechanist determinism in favor of an

emereat probability. It can profit by the distinction between

the intellii;ible emergent probability of pre4human process anded
cec,U4

the intelligent emergent probability that Querg44. in the mea-

sure that Man SUCQJAS iq undevetanding himself an(i in implemen-

ting that understandiAg. Finally, it can be of inestimable

value in aiding man to understand himself end in guiding him

in the implementation of that understanf.ing, if, and only if,

it can learn to distinguish betveen progress and decline, be-

tween the liberty that generates progress and the bias that

generates decline. In other eords, numan science cannot be

merely empirical; it has to be critical; to reach a critical

standpoint, it has to be normative. This is a tall order for

human science as hitherto it has existed. But people looking
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for easy tasks had best renounce any ambition to be scientists;

and if mathematicie-ns and physicists can surmount their surds,

the human scientist can learn to master his.

gs futaup. and Reversal.

In the third place, there is culture. The

dramatic subject, as practical, originates and develops capital

anl technology, the economy and the state. By his Intelligence

he progresses, and by his bias he declines. Still, this ,:!hole

unfolding of practicality constitutes no more than the setting

and the ineleats of the drama, Delight and suffering, laughter

and tears, joy &nd sorrow, aspiratioa ani frustration, achieve—

ment and failure, wit and humor, stand not within practicality

but above it. Man can pause end rith a smile or a forced grin

ask what the drama, what he himself is about. His culture is

his capacity to ask, to reflect, to reach an answer that at

once satisfies his intelligence and speaks to his heart.

Nov if men are to meet the challenge set

by major decline and its longer cycle, it will be through

their culture thet they do so. Were man a pure intelligence,

the products of philosophy and human science would be enough

to sway him. But as the dialectic in the individual and in

society reveals, man is a compound—in—tension of intelligence

and intersubjectivity, and it is only through the parallel

ejmpound of a culture that his tendencies to aberration can

be offset proximately and effectively.

The difficulty is, of course, that human

aberration makes an uncritical culture its captive. Mario

Praz in Thsi Romaatic 1:.pnv has found that depth psychology.
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throws an unpleasantly penetreting light upon romanticism.

Nor is ths ooze of abnormality anything more than a secondary

symptom, for ti expanding social surd of the longer cycle is

not matched by a succession of less couprohnsive viewpoints

without the services of a parallel sarias of catural trans-

formations. Opinions and attitudes that once were the oddity

of a minority gradually spread through society to beceme the

platitudes of politicians and journalists, the assueptions of

legislators and educators, the uncontroverted nucleus of the

common sense of a people. Eventually, they too become anti-

quated; they are regarded ap tne obstinacy Of an old guard

that will not learn; their influence is restricted to back-

waters immune to the renewing force of the main current of

human thought and feeling. Change succeeds change. Indis-

criminately, each of the now arrivals rests upon the good it

brings, upon the opposite defects of tao old, an upon a closer

harmony with the fact of the social surd. In the limit, cul-
an

ture ceases to be independent factor that passes a detached

yet effective judgment upon capital formation and technelogy,

upon economy and polUy. To justify its existence, it had to be-

come more and more practical) more and more a factor within

the technological, economic, political process, more and more

a tool that served palpably useful ends. The actors in the

drama of living become stege-heeds; the setting is magnificent;

the lighting superb; the costumes gorgeous; but there is no play

Clearly, by becoming practical, culture re-

nounces its one essential function and, by that renunciation,

,condemns practicality to ruin. The general bias of common sense

has to be cvaNetNq=,er'elTtit'-eed by a representative of detached in
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telligence that both apprecistes an criticizes, that Iden-

tifies the good neither with the  nev nor eith th 011, that,

above all else, neither will te forced into an ivory tower or

ineffectueleees by the social surd nor, on the other hand,

will capitulate to its ebsurdity.

Marx looked forward to a classless society

6.744COAX4
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and to the whoring of the etat. But as lone es there vill

be practicel intellieence, there eill be techeology art' capital

economy end polity. There will be a divieion of labor and a

differentiation- of functious. There will be the adaptation of

hunan intersublectivity to nest division ars3 differentiation.

There will be comlon decisions to be reached and to be imple-

mented. Practical intelligence necessitates classes arid states,

and no dialectic can promise their perma aent disappeaeance.

What is both unnecessary ani disastrous iE the exaltation of

the practical, the supremacy of the state, the cult of the

class. nsat is necessary is a Cosmopolis that is neither class

nor state, that stands above all their claims, that cuts them

don to size, that is founded on the native detachaent and

disinterestedness of every Intelligence, that commandsmants

first allegiance, that impls:sonts itself primarily through that

. allegiance, that is too universal to be bribed, too impalpable

to be force, too effective to be ignored.

096MOMM6 61.44..40/4w.

Still, what isCosmopolis? Like every other

object of human intelligence, it is in the first instance an

X, what is to be known when on understands. Like every other

Xs it possesses some known. properties and aspects that lead to
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its fuller determination. For the present, we must be content

to indicate a few of these aspects vei1 to leave until later

the task of reachisr;; concluzions.

Firet, Coomopoliek is not a police force. Before

such a force can be organized, equipped, and applied, there is

needed a notable measure of agreement meong a preponderant

group of men. In other words, ideas helve to come firstk and,

at best, force is instrumental. In tee practicel order of the

economy and polity, it is possible, Aton enough, to perform

the juggling act of using some ideas to ground the use of

force in favor of others and, than, using the other ideas to

ground the use o1 	*4 in favor of the first. The trouble

with this proceelere is that there is always another juggler

that believes nimealf expert enough to play the same game the

other way by 1_:6ing the malcontents, held down by the first use

of force, to upset the second set of idea2 and, as well, using

malcontents, held doed by the second use of force, to upset the

first set of ideas. Accordingly, it ideas are not to be merely

a facade, if the reality is not to be merely a balance of power

then the use of force can be no more than resiaual and inci-

dental. But Cosmopolis le not concerned with the residual and

incidental. It is concerned wit+he fuedamental issue of the

historical process. Its baeiness is to prevent practicality

from being short-sightedly prectical alvl so destroying itself.

The notion that Cosmepolis employs a police force is just an

instanee of the short-sighted practicality that 4Cosmopolis

has to correct. Uovever, I am lot swing that there should not
not

be a United Nei:Ions or a 1Corld ClovurnA fit; I am saying that

such politic,1 eetities should not have a police force; I am
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saying that such eelitical entities are not what is meant by

eosmopolis. Coemopolis is above all polities. C.o far from be-

ing rendered superfluous by a successful World Ger,stement, it

would be all the more obviously needed to offset the tonlencies

of that and any other government to be short-sightedly prac-

tical.

Secondly, C.osmoeolis is coneerned to make opera-

tive the timely arei fruitful ideas that otherwise are inopera-

tive. So far from employing power or pressure or force, it

has to witness to the possibility of ideas being operative

without such hacking. Unless it cen provide thot ritiess, then

it is useless. For at the root of the general bias of common

sense and at the permanent source of the loneer cycle of de-

cline, there stands the notion that only ideas bucked by some

sort of force can be operative. Tha business of Cosmeeells is

to make operetive the ideas that, in the light of th2 eeneral

bias of comma sense, are inoperative. In other eords, its

business is to break the vicious circle of an illusion; men

will not venture on ideas that they grant to be correct be-

cause they hold thet such ideas rill not Tork unless sustained

by desires or fears; and, inversely, men hold that such ideas

will not work, becauee they will not venture on them and so

have no empirical evidence thet such ideas can work an would

work.

Thirdly, Cosmopolis is not a busybody. It is

supremely practical by ignoring what is thought to be really

practical. It does not waste its time and energy condemning

the individual egoism that is in revolt arainst society end

alreedy condemned by society. It is not excited by group egoism

C
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which, iu the ehot run, gen7rates the principles tY,at in-

volve it  revenal. But it is very (earmiheq to prevent

dominant gronprfrir eluding msnkind by the r&tioralizatiorl

of their sins; if tne sins of domintalt gr:ilps are bail enough,

stial tIp, erection or their sinnini7 into universal principles

is indefinitely wore; it is th universaliation of the sin

by ratiouali7ation that contributes to the loner cycle of

decline; it is the ratIonalization that eosmopolis has to

ridicule, explode, destroy. Agaf.n, Cosmopolis is little inter-

ested in the shiftt of pover between clases atil nations;

it is quite aware that trc.) dialectic sooner or later upsets the

short-sirhted c.aleulation:; of dominant groups; a..1:1 it is quite

free from the nonEense tht th rising star of another class

or ruJ.ion is going to put e different human nature In the

saddle. HOWeV3T, while shifts of power in themselves are in—

cidental, they commonly are Lccompanied by another phenomerWm,

of quite a. dIffeent charactor. There is the croatioA of !nyths.

The old regime is depicted as mowtrous; thi. new envisaes it-

self as the immaculate embodir::ent of ileal human apiration,

CatchtTords that carried th.1 nev group to over assume the

status of unquestionable verities. On the b(ind-wa;:on of the

new vision of truth there ride the adventurers in ideas that

otherwise ceo.11 not cttain a hearing. Inversely, ideas that

merit attention are ignored unless they put on the trappings

of the current fashion, unless they pretend to result from

alien but commonly acceptable premises, unless they di::clailm

implieL:tions that are true but bnwanted. It is the business

of Co=opolis to prevent the formation or the screening memor-

ies by which an ascent to power hides its nastiness; it is its  

C 0
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busi;euss to prevent the falsification of history with which

the new group over3states its case; it is its business to

satirize the eetchemrds ;Ai the clao*trap and thereby to

prevent the nottons they express from coalescing with passions

and resentments to engender obsessive nonsense for future gene-

rations; it

would speak

of fashion.

It fails in

nother, and

second will

is its business to encourage and supnort those that

the simple truth though simple truth has gone out

Unlesstosplololis undertakes this essential task,

its mission. Onr shift of povier is followed by a-

if the myths of tJe first survive, the myths of the

take their tand on ealier nonsense to bring forth

worse nonsense still.

Fourthly, as Cosmopolis has to protect the

future ageinst the rationalization of abuses an73 the creation

of myths, so it itself must be purged of the rationalizations

anr
i
yths that became part of the hulan heritage before it came

on the scene. If the analyst suffers from a scotoma, he Till

communicate it to the analysand; similarly, if Cosmopolis it-

self suffers from th general bias of common sense in any of

its maifestatioqs, then the blind will be leading the blind

and both will head for a ditch. There is needed, then, a cri-

tique of history before there can be any intellii:ent direction

of history. There is needed an exploration of the movements,

the changes, the epochs of a civilization's genesis, develop-

ment, and vicissitudes. The opinions and attitudes of the

present have to be traced to their origins, and the origins

have to be criticized in the light of dialectic. The liberal

believer in automatic progress could praise all that survives;

the Marxist could denounce all that was and praise all that  

o)  
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voulel be; but anyone that recognizes the existence both of

intelligence and or bias, both of progress and of decline,

has to be critical and his criticism will rest on the dia-

lectic that simply affirms the presuppositions of possible

criticism.

Perheps enough ha e been said on the properties

ar0 aspects of our X, naeied doseopolis, for a synthetic vior

to be attempt 	It is not a group denouncing other groups: it

is not a super-state ruling states; it is not an orsanteation

that enrolls members, nor an academy that endorses opinions,

nor a court that admiaisters a legal code. It is a rithdraral

from practicality to save practicality. It is a dimension of

consciousness, a heightened grasp of historical origins, a

discovery of historical responsibilities. It is not something

altogether new, for the Marxist has been busy activating the

class-consciousness of the massesi and, before him, the liberal

had succeeded in indoctrinating men with the notion of pro-

gress. Still, it possesses its novelty, for it is not simoliste 

It does not leap from a'fact of development to a belief in

automatic progress nor from a fact of abuse to an expectation

of an apocalyptic utopia reached through an accelerated de-

cline. It is the hisher synthesis of the liberal thesis and

the Marxist antitsasis. It comes to minds prepared for it by

these earlier views, for they have taurht min to think

torically. It comes at a time whea the totalitarian fact and

threat have refuted the liberals and discredited the Marxists.

It stands on a basic analysis of the compound-in-tension that

is man; it confronts problems of which men are aware; tt in-

vites the vast potentialities and pant-up energies of our
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time to contribute to their solution by develoeing an art

and a literature, a theatre and a broLOcasting, a journalism

and a history, a school and a university, a personal depth

and a public opinion, that through appreciation anl criticism

give men of common sense the opportunity aria help they need

and desire to correct the general bias of their coon sense.

Finally, it would be unfair not to stress the

chief characteristic of4osmopolis. It is not easy. It is not

a dissemination of sweetness and light, where sweetness means

sweet to me, and light means light to me. Tere that so, Ca)smo-

polls would be superfluous. iapery scotosis puts forth a plaus-

ible, ingenious, adaptive, untiring resistance. The general

bias of common sense is no exception. It is by moving Tith

that bias rather than against it, by differing from it slightly

rather than opposing it thoroughly, that on has the best pros-

pect of selling books and newspapers, entertainment and educa-

tion. Uoreover, this is only the superficial difficulty. Be-

neath it lies the almost insoluble problem of settling clear-

ly and exactly, '.'ht the general bias is. It is not a culture

but only a compromise that results from taking tha highest

common factor of au aggregate of culturese  It is not a com-

promise that will check and reverse the longer cycle of de-

cline. or is it unbiased intelligence that yields a welter

of conflicting opinions. This is the problem. So fer from

solving it in this chapter, -re do not hope to reach a full

solution in this volume. But, at leest, two allies can be ac-

knowledged. On the one hand, there is common sensei and in its
k`a

judgments, which as yet have not been treated, common sense

tends to be Profoundly sane. On the other hand, there is dia-
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lectical analysis; the refusal of insight betrays itself;

the Babel of our day is the cumulative product of a series

of refusals to mnierstand; te44,Adialectical analysis can dis-

cover and expose both the series of past refusals an the

tactics of contemporary resistance to enlightenment.

(7, Conclusion. 

It Is time to end this stuly of common sense,
13-c-Ip-rW

In the first section there 'vs worked out the parallel be-

tween common sense and empirical science; both s re develop-
Na-kt,

ments of istsliis.sla. ker‘-t-in---ssrcond—and,rstsc4-4.61,

attention centered on the differences bet-seen empirical science

which rels,tes things to one alother„ and common sense which

relates things to us. It was seen that the relations, grasped

by common sense stand between tro variables: on the one hand,

common sense is a development of the subject to which things

are related; csa the other hand, common sense effects a develop-

ment in the things to which we are related, Moreover, both

developments are subject to aberration; besides the progressive

accuslulation of related insights, there is the cumulative ef-

fect of refusing insights. In Use subjective field, such re-

fusal tends to be preconscious; it heads towards psychoneurotic

conflict; it is opposite to the Subject's rational judgment

and deliberate choice, vhich, accordingly, cas provide the

analyst with his opportunity. In the objective field, the re-

fusal is rationalized by a distinction between theory and

practice; it heads 'Loth to social conflict and to social dis-

integration; it is to be opposed both by the common sense view

that practicality is for man and not man for practicality and,
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on a.more recondite level, by the principle, implicit in

dialectic, that prectice succeeds in diverging from theory

by taking the short view and refusing to raise and face fur-

ther relevant questions.

Our account of commm:i sense has led us to touch on

many issues, but our concern is not these issues, which func-

tion illustratively, but the fact and the nature of insight.

Within the perspectives of the present work, there is no point

to a full anl accurate account of the fields of psychology

and of sociology, The topic is insight. To exhibit its nature

and its implications, one has to venture into every depart-

ment in which human intellii;ence plays a significant role. 'Still

that venture is essentially a limited venture. For it is enough

for our purpose to show that the notion of insight i3 in-

dispensable in an adequate view, that it explains both the

high esteems in rhich commonly common sense is held; and the

limitation to which it is subject, that this explanation can

begin from imlependent and apparently disparate premises and

within the larger context that they yield, succeed in hitting

off the thought of the average men, isk,e1,elt-ii...ezeme+k,i, the

problem of his affects, tes.1011044eSt.AatA and the dialectic of

his history, 't1	 •

ifArttkr/tfta-144k

Further, though our topic is common sense, still

it has not been the whole of common sense. Besides intelli-

gence, there is operative in common sense both judgment and

choice with their implications of truth and error and of

right and wrong. These higher components of common sense will

receive some attention later. The foregoing study has been con-  

o) 
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